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Indigenous Land and Territorial Acknowledgement
With deep respect, and related to our mission of making an impact across our community
by fostering research, teaching, and discovery, the Brandeis Library formally acknowledges
that the land we work, learn, and gather on is the traditional territory of indigenous
peoples, including the Nipmuc, Massa-adchu-es-et (Massachusett), Pennacook
(Pawtucket or Merrimack), and Wôpanâak (Wampanoag) peoples, and their present day
Nations and descendants. We acknowledge the painful history of invasion and violent
dispossession of these lands and the resulting genocide, disease, enslavement, and
displacement of multiple indigenous communities it brought.
This land acknowledgment is but one aspect of the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion path
that we are pursuing in an ongoing effort to reimagine our Library as an antiracist,
anticolonial, diverse, and inclusive nexus for knowledge, community, and justice.

Presentation Outcomes
Attendees will be able to:
●
●

design lessons which empower students with critical information literacy skills
for their lives outside of the classroom
implement active learning exercises that engage students with a range of
topics, including critical evaluation of the news, how to search for
underrepresented perspectives, personal data collection by private companies,
search algorithms and identifying implicit bias in search results.

More about the Stanford History Education Group’s research: Breakstone, Smith,
Wineburg, Rapaport., Carle,, Garland, & Saavedra, 2019)

Brandeis Core Curriculum
Undergraduates entering Brandeis in fall 2019 or after complete the Brandeis Core,
which includes requirements in:
●
●
●
●
●

First Year Experience
Foundation Literacies
Schools of Thought
Global Engagement
Health, Wellness, and Life Skills

Image credit: brandeis.edu/arts-sciences/core/requirements/health-wellness-life.html

Why not just focus on helping students develop
information literacy skills for academic research?
Students often report that the evaluation skills taught for academic research do not
always translate when it comes to information-seeking outside of the classroom. 1
Students’ positive attitudes about the news are among “the best predictors of the
intent to participate in civic engagement.”2

1

Head, Whibey, Metaxas, MacMillan, and Cohen, 2018; Head, Fister, and MacMillan, 2020; Breakstone, Smith,
Wineburg, Rapaport, Carle, Garland, & Saavedra, 2019; Wineburg, McGrew, Breakstone, & Ortega, 2016.
2
Hobbs, Donnelly, Friesem, & Moen, 2013.

Critical Evaluation of the News Curriculum
●
●
●
●
●

fact-checking strategies
filter bubbles and confirmation bias
tools for verifying the news & online information
underrepresented voices in news coverage
the business of news

Just Google It! Curriculum
●
●
●
●
●
●

personal data collection by private companies
search algorithms
identifying implicit bias
surveillance capitalism
digital redlining
recommended privacy and security practices

Course Outcomes

Students reported being better equipped to navigate information online and in the
news by applying the information-seeking skills and knowledge they had gained to
their personal lives.

Student Feedback
Just Google It!
●

“This module taught me the skills to evaluate my interactions with websites and take action to better protect my privacy
and data when I use the internet.”

●

“I have learnt a lot about data, data mining and how best to use my social media platforms whilst remaining cognisant of
the stakes involved in ‘existing online’...and have developed an ability to be strongly critical of the technologies I use on a
daily basis.”

Critical Evaluation of the News
●

“I feel much more confident in my ability to assess news items I encounter in my life”

●

“I think I will be a more conscientious news consumer. I've always wanted this, but this course gave me the tools”

●

“It makes me more interested in keeping up with the news, as well as looking for potentially overlooked aspects of stories
in news coverage”

Assignment 1
Lesson/Workshop: Visit the website of the American news outlet, such as the New
York Times, that you most frequently use. Look for a news story covering an event in
an African country. Next, visit Africanews and find news coverage of the same event.
Compare and contrast the coverage from the two different news sources.
Outcomes: Students will describe ways in which the most prominent news sources
often overlook the perspectives of marginalized individuals. Students will identify
and explore news sources which include the voices of individuals who are
underrepresented in other news coverage.

Assignment 2
Lesson/Workshop: Use the Expanding News Desert Map to explore the state of
news in two different areas of the United States. (You can look at the county or state
level.)
● How has the number of newspapers changed during the last 15 years?
● How much has newspaper circulation changed in the last 15 years?
● Who owns the newspapers in these geographic regions?
Outcomes: Students will be able to describe the economic forces influencing news
outlets.

Assignment 3
Lesson/Workshop: Review concepts from Safiya Umoja Noble’s Algorithms of
Oppression that search algorithms privilege whiteness and discriminate against
BIPOC. Share examples of search results where algorithms produce biased results.
Students replicate Noble’s work by conducting Google searches (that do not engage
in racial, ethnic, or religious identity) and discuss any bias they find.
Outcomes: Students will be able to evaluate the bias of search algorithms and use
that frame to interpret future Google searches.

Assignment 4
Lesson/Workshop: Visit the Google Account Data & Personalization dashboard and
Google Takeout to look into the online activity Google has recorded and stored.
Review (with the option to download) the data that is already stored, delete any
items desired, and review settings to prevent future data from being recorded.
Discussion about surveillance capitalism to follow.
Outcomes: Students will be able to
● Analyze their own data and digital footprint
● Manage and take ownership of their own Google data
● Asses personal data collection and surveillance capitalism

Exploring My Google Activity

Assignment 5
Lesson/Workshop: Evaluate the following two webpages:
○
○

American Academy of Pediatrics
American College of Pediatricians

Which do you find more reliable and why?
Outcomes: Students will apply a variety of strategies for verifying news and other
online information.

Comparing the two sites
American Academy of Pediatrics

Read more at Owen (2017).

American College of Pediatricians

Learn from
Professional Fact
Checkers
Leaving an unfamiliar site to verify
information with additional sources

Build your own lesson!
Even if you do not have the opportunity teach a multi-week course, many of the ideas discussed here could
be applied to one-shot sessions focused on developing lessons for “everyday” information literacy skills.

Build Your Own Information Evaluation Lesson:
bit.ly/NELIG2021

Build Your Own Information Evaluation Lesson
What learning outcome will you address?
Choose from the list below or come up with your own:
●
Deﬁne algorithms and technological redlining
●
Locate their own Google data proﬁle
●
Analyze their own data and digital footprint
●
Manage and delete their own data
●
Integrate best IT security practices
●
Evaluate keyword and subject headings
●
Assess search results for bias
●
Justify or reject surveillance capitalism
●
Describe strategies for overcoming conﬁrmation bias and ﬁlter bubbles in their own news consumption
●
Apply a variety of strategies for verifying news and other online information
●
Identify and explore news sources which include the voices of individuals who are underrepresented in other news coverage
●
Describe the economic forces inﬂuencing news outlets
●
Other: _________________________________________________________

Setting the stage
What information will present? (such as a short video, an article, or a slides you’ve prepared)

Student Activity
What will students do as part of the lesson plan?

How will students demonstrate that they’ve achieved the learning outcome you’ve selected?

Syllabus Links
Critical Evaluation of the News Syllabus
Just Google It Syllabus

Contact us with any questions!
Esther Brandon

Laura Hibbler

Digital Literacy Specialist

AUL for Research & Instruction

brandone@brandeis.edu

lhibbler@brandeis.edu
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